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Fast, Safe and Durable
In the rapidly growing market of on-line services, parcel
service companies are distributing a vast amount of goods
24 hours a day / 7 days a week / 365 days a year from
dedicated and specialised logistics hubs. Often a beehive of
activity where speed is of the essence and a specific dock
solution is required that aids in the loading and unloading
process allowing for a continuous an unbroken expedition
of goods.
Whilst speed and efficiency are crucial, health and safety
are essential.
Keeping personnel safe and well and the valuable stock
damage-free are day-to-day challenges. The Stertil Dock
Products WSTP Van Hybrid Dock Shelter offers a durable
specialised solution for these demanding van and parcel
distribution markets.

Perfect Docking - 180!
The WSTP Van Hybrid Dock Shelter is specifically designed
for city vans that have doors which open flush with the sides
180 degrees for optimum loading and unloading.
The custom-made design of the WSTP is strong and soft
cushions provide a complete seal between the van and
the door for energy efficiency within the warehouse without
damaging the vans.

The Stertil Group offers its customers worldwide
customised, technologically sophisticated solutions

Protection against the elements

for their dock equipment and heavy duty lifting

The WSTP Van Hybrid Dock Shelter has a roof for weather

requirements, including the best possible service

protection against wind and rain. Manufactured from, high
quality performance materials resistant to chemicals for

from strong local partners. These superior solutions

example, aggressive cleaning materials and diesel as well

are conceived, developed and realised by a team of

as mold caused by damp or wet conditions. The back plates

specialised professionals with unique experience.

of the WSTP are zinc-coated preventing corrosion.

Thanks to its “quality people”, its total in-house

The strong but soft foam cushions have 98 per cent compres

production process and its international organisation,

sion recovery. The flexible foam has a unique structure allowing

Stertil is a world leader in the field of Dock Levellers
and Dock Shelters.

the system to compress and recover in response to applied
pressure; so firm and at the same time flexible preventing
either damage to the dock shelter or the back of the van.

Fast, efficient
and safe in use

Open-aspect design with a third eye
The trapezium open-aspect design and the built-in recess
in the top cushion, housing a rear-view camera, are two

Cleverly designed folding door

features assisting the van driver in aligning the van accurately
onto the dock.

The Magic Cube Folding Door
The WSTP Van Hybrid Shelter, is more than just a shelter
it is a complete system. The cleverly designed cube folding
door, offers space-saving functionality by conveniently
folding-up above the shelter, allowing for an optimum
use of the available warehouse space.

Special recess for cameras

Options
• Reinforced wear plates on the side cushions for
extra durability
•A
 dditional inflatable top cushion for smaller sized vans
•A
 daption frame designed for distribution centres or
parks with inclined or declined approach (ramp)

The Parcel Distribution Solution
• Perfect docking for Courier & Parcel Service vans, such
as the Mercedes Sprinter and VW Crafter
Inflatable top cushion for smaller sized vans

• Special recess in the shelter top cushion for cameras
• Special WSTP roof against wind and rain
• Open-aspect of shelter allows full visibility for driver
• Suitable for city vans with door openings of 180 degrees
• Soft but strong foam, preventing vehicle damage and
offering a perfect seal
• Optional reinforced side pads with wear pleats for
extra durability
• The Cube Folding Door provides a clean and compact
installation without ceiling rails

Special WSTP roof against wind and rain

More information
Please feel free to contact us for more information
about the Stertil Van Hybrid Dock Shelters or other
high quality Stertil Dock Products.

Stertil B.V.
P.O.Box 23
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• Bottom cushion for additional dock-van sealing

